
 F.1/18(8)/2017-R.IV 
UNION PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

Recruitment-IV SECTION 
 
Name of the post Three posts of Technical Officer (Forestry) Grade.II, Ministry 

of Environment, Forest and Climate Change. 
Advertisement 
No. 

08/2017 

Vacancy No. 17040804422 
Criteria adopted 
for short-listing 

GENERAL 
(Unreserved) 

EQ (A) + EQ (B) raised to 3 years 

OBC EQ (A) + EQ (B) raised to 3 years 
SC - 
ST - 
PH - 

Modalities 
adopted* 

i) Scrutiny has been done on the basis of the report generated by 
the computer system as per the information filled up by the 
candidates in their online application and the supporting 
documents uploaded along with the same. 

ii) Candidates who have done Post graduation in Agro-forestry, 
Wood science & Technology etc have been considered eligible 
for short-listing. 

iii) Total experience of the candidate as furnished in the online 
application has been taken into consideration.  

iv) Teaching experience has not been considered relevant.  
v) Applications of Only those candidates who have claimed 

experience in collection or compilation of data specifically in 
Agriculture or Forestry work have been considered.  

vi) Candidates whose experience is not in the relevant field as per 
RRs are rejected under LEQ-B. 

vii) Experience certificates are to be in prescribed proforma. 
However, wherever the applicants have not submitted experience 
certificates in prescribe proforma, their experience certificate 
have been considered on merit. But those who have mentioned 
any Annexure therein and did not submit the same have been 
rejected as ‘Incomplete’. 

viii) Appointment letters, office orders, resignation letters, pay 
certificates, service certificates and the certificates attested by 
the candidates themselves or self employment certificates have 
not been considered as proof of experience. Such candidates 
have also been considered as lacking relevant experience but 
rejected under ‘Incomplete’ category. 

ix) Experience Certificates without clearly specifying the nature of 
duties have not been considered and rejected as ‘Incomplete’.  
Similarly, applicants who have claimed relevant experience but 
the EC attached in support with that is not of the entire duration 
claimed or do not support the claim made have been rejected.  
Only the time period of relevant experience for which EC has 
been submitted have been considered.   

x) Some of the candidates can be rejected under more than one 
category.  They have been rejected under the category 
considered as most appropriate.  

Roll Nos. of short-
listed candidates 

 009 010 012   023 028 035 037   048 050 054 055
 056 059 065 077 080 094   097 099 104  107   132  
  133 140 144 145 147 150 151 155 156 158 164



 177 180 184 185 189 191 
(39 Candidates) 

Roll Nos. of 
candidates not 
short-listed 

LEQ (B) 
004 032 041 042 078 102 110   130 170 173 174 176 

(12 Candidates) 
Incomplete 

101 111 No Experience Certificate. 
154, 161  No EC or EC with clear nature of duties not 

submitted. Appointment/ resignation  order etc are 
not considered as EC 

175 Documents called for not submitted 
(05 Candidates) 

Overage 

171 Employees of Statutory Bodies are not entitle for 
the Age Relaxation meant for Central 
Government Employees 

087 Age relaxation, as claimed in the online application,  is 
inadmissible. 

(02 Candidates) 

BCA 

108 Relevant Experience of only 2 years and 7 months 
162  Relevant Experience of only 2 years and 4 months 

 All the remaining 130 candidates. 
 (132 Candidates)

Note:- Modalities are decided by the Commission on case to case. 
 
Legends: 
EQ A :  Master’s Degree in Statistics or Operations Research or Forestry or Economics 

(with Statistics) or Commerce (with Statistics) or Mathematics (with Statistics ) or 
Agriculture (with Statistics ) or two year’s Post Graduate Diploma in forestry 
Management from a recognized Institute/University. 

 
EQ B : Two years’ experience in collection or compilation of data including data in 

Agriculture or Forestry work. 
 
LEQ (A): LACKING ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION-A  
LEQ (B): LACKING ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION-B  
BCA:  BETTER CANDIDATES AVAILABLE 
 
N.B.: The candidates are requested to bring originals of all the supporting documents when 

they come to the Commission for interview which would be verified on the date of 
interview and they would be allowed to attend the interview only if all facts indicated 
in the their application are true as per their original documents. 

 
Sd/-  

Deputy Secretary (R-IV) 


